Word Mark: MP
Goods and Services: IC 009. US 021 023 026 036 038. G & S: Snorkels; Swim goggles; Swimming goggles
          IC 025. US 022 039. G & S: Swim suits; Swimming caps; Swimming caps
          IC 028. US 022 023 038 050. G & S: Swimming kick boards; Paddleboard fins; Swim fins
Mark Drawing Code: (5) WORDS, LETTERS, AND/OR NUMBERS IN STYLIZED FORM
Serial Number: 86966342
Filing Date: April 6, 2016
Current Basis: 1B
Original Filing Basis: 1B
Owner: (APPLICANT) MMPP, LLC LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DELAWARE Attn: Peter Carlisle 15 Lund Road, Suite 101 Saco MAINE 04072
Attorney of Record: Donald R Naylor Jr
Description of Mark: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. The mark consists of The Letters M and P which are combined are combined or connected along the second vertical line that comprises both the second vertical line of the letter "M" and the vertical line for the letter "P". The letter "M" also has angled spacing between its middle sections and the vertical lines that comprise the side bases of letter "M".
Type of Mark: TRADEMARK
Register: PRINCIPAL
Live/Dead Indicator: LIVE